Grades K – 5

Kindergarten through 2nd grade

 Kv170  Yard Sale  Eve Bunting
 Kv949  The Boy Who Invented TV  Kathleen Krull  860L
 Kv954  On A Beam Of Light: A Story of Albert Einstein,
       Jennifer Berne  AD680L
 JQ316  The Lorax  Dr. Seuss  560L

 KW014  How to Help the Earth by the Lorax  Tish Rabe  670L
 KV709  I Am Rosa Parks  Brad Meltzer  460L
 KY476  Those Shoes  Maribeth Boelts  AD680L
 KY481  Say Something  Peggy Moss  430L

3rd through 5th grade

 KV150  The Industrial Revolution For Kids
       Cheryl Mullenbach  930L
 KV148  Electrical Wizard: How Nikola Tesla Lit up the World
       Elizabeth Rusch  840L
 KV862  I Am Albert Einstein  Brad Meltze  AD410L
 KY160  A Girl Named Helen Keller  Margo Lundell  350L

 JZ932  That Book Woman  Heather Henson  AD920L
 KY566  Dyslexia Rules  Makayla Halbower
 KV863  Rachel Carson and Her Book That Changed the World
       Laurie Lawlor  890L
 KY214  Akira to Zoltan: Twenty-Six Men Who Changed the World
       Cynthia Chin-Lee  1060L
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6th through 8th grade

KX169 Rad American Women A-Z Kate Schatz 1040L
KY191 365 Days of Wonder: Mr. Browne’s Book of Precepts R.J. Palacio 740L
KY397 Six Million Paper Clips: The Making of a Children’s Holocaust Memorial Peter W. Schroeder 870L
KX905 Radioactive: How Irene Curie and Lise Meitner Revolutionized Science and Changed the World Winifred Conkling 1160L

9th grade and up

KV581 How We Got to Now: Six Innovations That Made the Modern World Steven Johnson
KV089 All the Light We Cannot See Anthony Doerr 880L
JJ931 The Boy in the Striped Pajamas John Boyne 1080L
KR243 Boy 21 Matthew Quick 830L

KV442 The Innovators Walter Isaacson
KX007 Come Let Me Guide You Susan Krieger
KT950 A Mountain Stands Scott Sonnon
KX063 We Are All the Same: A Story of a Boy’s Courage and a Mother’s Love Jim Wooten